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Abstract. Large-eddy simulations of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) under1

a wide range of stabilities are conducted to educe very-large-scale motions and then2

to study their dynamics and how they are influenced by buoyancy. Preliminary3

flow visualizations suggest that smaller-scale motions that resemble hairpins are4

embedded in much larger scale streamwise meandering rolls. Using simulations that5

represent more than 150 h of physical time, many snapshots in the xy-, yz- and xz-6

planes are then collected to perform snapshot proper orthogonal decomposition and7

further investigate the large structures. These analyses confirm that large streamwise8

rolls that share several features with the very-large-scale motions observed in labo-9

ratory studies arise as the dominant modes under most stabilities, but the effect of10

the surface kinematic buoyancy flux on the energy content of these dominant modes11

is very significant. The first two modes in the yz-plane in the neutral case contain12

up to 3% of the total turbulent kinetic energy; they also have a vertical tilt angle in13

the yz-plane of about 0 to 30◦ due to the turning effect associated with the Coriolis14

force. Unstable cases also feature streamwise rolls, but in the convective ABL they15

are strengthened by rising plumes in between them, with two to four rolls spanning16

the whole domain in the first few modes; the Coriolis effect is much weaker in the17

unstable ABL. These rolls are no longer the dominant modes under stable conditions18

where the first mode is observed to contain sheet-like motions with high turbulent19

kinetic energy. Using these proper orthogonal decomposition modes, we are also able20

to extract the vertical velocity fields corresponding to individual modes and then21

to correlate them with the horizontal velocity or temperature fields to obtain the22

momentum and heat flux carried by individual modes. Structurally, the fluxes are23

explained by the topology of their corresponding modes. However, the fraction of24

the fluxes produced by the modes is invariably smaller than the fraction of energy25

they contain, particularly under stable conditions where the first modes are found26

to perform weak counter-gradient fluxes.27

Keywords: Buoyancy, Coherent structures, Large-eddy simulation, Proper orthog-
onal decomposition, Rolls, Very-large-scale motions

1. Introduction

Turbulence in the ABL and its counterpart in canonical wall-bounded28

engineering shear flows bear many resemblances (see an overview in29

Hutchins et al. (2012)). While the dominant role of buoyancy and30

the significant Coriolis effect in the ABL, as well as its much-higher31

c© 2014 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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2 S. Shah, E. Bou-Zeid

Reynolds number (∼ 108, versus < 105 in engineering laboratory flows)32

introduce important differences that need to be considered when re-33

sults from the wider literature on engineering wall-bounded shear flows34

are applied to the ABL, the similarities remain considerable and a35

comparison of the dynamics of the two flows can be quite instructive.36

Such a comparison is particularly valuable if one is able to attribute37

differences between the two flows to the disparity in the Reynolds or38

Rossby numbers or to the role of buoyancy, as illustrated by several39

recent studies (Hommema and Adrian, 2003; Esau, 2003; Carper and40

Porté-Agel, 2004; Li and Bou-Zeid, 2011; Hutchins et al., 2012).41

A particular focus of current efforts comparing these two flow regimes42

is on the rapidly-developing understanding of turbulent coherent struc-43

tures due to the increasing availability of high quality numerical sim-44

ulation data (from direct numerical simulation (DNS) and large-eddy45

simulation) and of spatially-resolved field and laboratory experimental46

data (through arrays of sonic anemometers or through particle image47

velocimetry for example). These new visualization and simulation tech-48

niques reveal rich information on the topology of turbulent eddies. It is49

now well established that these structures do not exist in an infinity of50

random shapes and flavours, but rather there seems to be a limited set51

of well-defined topologies that dominate all wall-bounded flows (from52

pipe to the ABL). In the absence of buoyancy, and neglecting the very-53

near-wall region (viscous and buffer sublayers) where the structures54

are significantly influenced by the smoothness or roughness of the wall,55

this limited set of structures includes hairpin vortices that occupy56

the lower part of the atmospheric surface layer (also known as the57

constant-flux layer or logarithmic layer). These structures were already58

postulated by Theodorsen (1952), but their ubiquity is only now becom-59

ing clearer (an interesting recent large-eddy simulation study (Finnigan60

et al., 2009) of the structure of turbulence above a vegetation canopy61

noted the existence of a pair of hairpin vortices, the lower one being62

flipped upside down compared to classic wall-bounded flow hairpins,63

near the top of the canopy). Hairpin vortices then merge into large-scale64

motions (LSMs) that consist of hairpin packets spanning the whole65

depth of the atmospheric surface layer (Adrian, 2007). Moreover, very-66

large-scale motions (VLSMs or superstructures) that span the whole67

boundary layer are also now well documented in the ABL (Etling and68

Brown, 1993; Young et al., 2002) and in engineering flows (Adrian,69

2007; Marusic et al., 2010b; Smits et al., 2011). These VLSMs are very70

long (up to 15 times the boundary-layer depth according to Hutchins71

and Marusic (2007)) meandering streamwise roll vortices that generate72

narrow regions of low streamwise momentum fluid (where they induce73
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VLSM in the ABL 3

fluid uplift) flanked by regions of higher momentum fluid (where they74

generate fluid downwash).75

The rising interest in this topological or structural information on76

turbulence is not strictly academic. It is becoming increasingly clear77

that this structural view can help explain some practically important78

statistical features of turbulence. Li and Bou-Zeid (2011) for example79

recently linked the changes in turbulence structure with increasing80

destabilizing buoyant forces to the increasing dissimilarity between81

turbulent momentum and heat transport in the unstable ABL. Fur-82

thermore, recent studies have exploited this structural information to83

develop novel turbulence models that can be used to improve flow84

simulations in engineering and geophysical applications. Marusic et al.85

(2010a) for example demonstrated that LSMs and VLSMs, which are86

known to extend to the wall, can modulate near-wall structures and87

superimpose their perturbations onto the signals from the smaller near-88

wall motions. They were then able to use this understanding to develop89

a simple model for the near-wall region, underlining the links between90

the structural and statistical views of turbulence and paving the way91

for a new generation of turbulence models that would exploit these92

links. Along the same lines, Piomelli et al. (1989) used information on93

the inclination of hairpins to develop better wall models for large-eddy94

simulation (LES), and turbulence closures for the unstable ABL have95

long made use of the understanding of buoyant thermals to develop96

non-local closures under convective conditions (Wyngaard, 1985; Stull,97

1993). These potential applications have increased the interest and98

research in coherent turbulence structures.99

Given the strong similarities between engineering wall-bounded shear100

flows and ABL flows outlined above, it is natural that parallels and101

differences between the findings pertaining to these two flows have been102

investigated. While the differences related to the Reynolds number dis-103

parity seem to be relatively limited once that number is high enough for104

a logarithmic region and the corresponding inertial subrange to develop105

(see discussion on this aspect in Hutchins et al. (2012)), the discrep-106

ancies and strong modifications induced by buoyancy remain poorly107

understood. Some studies have nevertheless attempted to shed light on108

the hairpin-LSM-VLSM hierarchy, and how each of these structures is109

altered by buoyancy. Hommema and Adrian (2003) performed smoke110

flow visualization in the unstable ABL and showed that the orientation111

of coherent structures, which were interpreted as hairpin vortices, is112

“lifted” from the wall compared to neutral cases. The effect of stability113

on the inclination angle of structures calculated from cross-correlations114

of velocity at different locations near the surface was also examined115

by Chauhan et al. (2013); angles around 14◦ were reported under116
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neutral static stability, while for unstable cases these angles increased117

to around 34◦. These findings agree well with Carper and Porté-Agel118

(2004) who found that the inclination angles of the structures (hair-119

pins were strongly suggested by their analysis) increased from 15◦ to120

35◦ with increasing destabilizing surface buoyancy fluxes. In the limit121

of free-convection (no shear, ABL purely driven by upward buoyancy122

flux), one expects the ABL to feature thermals and plumes that bear123

similarities to Rayleigh-Bénard convection rather than to structures in124

shear flows (Wyngaard, 1985; Emanuel, 1994). This was indeed demon-125

strated to be the case by Wilson (1996). Esau (2003) confirmed these126

structural features of the highly-convective ABL and further analyzed127

the effect of the Rossby number (ratio of inertial to Coriolis forces),128

which was shown to impact the structures’ vorticity and to be more129

significant under neutral conditions compared to unstable ones. Li and130

Bou-Zeid (2011), in their analysis of experimental data obtained over a131

lake, reported a decrease in the fluctuating cross-stream vorticity that132

is consistent with a transition of the turbulent coherent structures in133

the atmospheric surface layer from hairpin vortices to thermal plumes.134

They further showed that this transition induces a drastic reduction in135

the momentum transport efficiency in the ABL, while the efficiency of136

heat transport slightly increases. These diverging efficiencies, and the137

dissimilarity in the Monin-Obukhov similarity functions for momentum138

and heat under unstable conditions, were then shown to be related to a139

reduction in the integral length scale of temperature that induces scale-140

resonance between temperature and vertical velocity fluctuations (Li141

et al., 2012). This underlines the importance of the structural organi-142

zation of eddies to turbulence modelling. In the stable ABL, the vertical143

integral scale of turbulence is reduced with increasing stability (Huang144

and Bou-Zeid, 2013) confirming that buoyancy damps the larger scales.145

The small scales (smaller than the Ozmidov scale) seem however to146

remain largely unaffected (Coleman et al., 1992), until the stability is147

strong enough and the Ozmidov scale approaches the Kolmogorov scale148

(Katul et al., 2014).149

As this short review suggests, previous studies have mostly focused150

on the smaller coherent structures in the ABL, the hairpin vortices,151

showing significant similarities between ABL and engineering flows and152

an important effect of buoyancy. The relation of the VLSMs in the153

ABL to their lower-Reynolds-number engineering counterparts is how-154

ever less well-studied. Therefore, a comprehensive investigation that155

aims to elucidate the topology of the VLSMs in the ABL and how156

it is modified by buoyant forces across the whole range of stabilities157

is needed (especially as buoyancy most strongly influences the largest158

scales of the flow). In this work, we aim to fill this gap by perform-159
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VLSM in the ABL 5

ing LES of the ABL under a wide range of stabilities extending from160

the moderately stable to the highly convective ABL. We then apply161

the snapshot proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) technique to162

visualize the VLSMs and analyze their contribution to the turbulent163

kinetic energy (TKE), as well as to the vertical fluxes; this method164

is particularly suited to capturing the larger, long-lived motions. The165

TKE contribution is educed by applying POD to the velocity vector166

fields, while the flux contributions are educed by reconstructing vertical167

velocity fields from individual POD modes and correlating them with168

instantaneous streamwise velocity and temperature fields. The driving169

questions are: 1) How do VLSMs simulated by LES, with the Coriolis170

force included, compare qualitatively to those reported in laboratory171

studies? 2) How does buoyancy affect the very-large-scale coherent172

structures observed in the neutral ABL? 3) What are the differences173

between the contributions of different modes to the TKE and to the174

vertical fluxes in various stability regimes?175

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the equations176

and formulations used in the LES model, and the Proportional-Integral-177

Derivative (PID) controller implemented here to guarantee steady-state178

conditions in the mean temperature field of the stable and unstable179

cases. Sect. 3 presents the numerical details and validation of the code180

along with the details of the simulations carried out, while flow visu-181

alizations illustrating the hierarchy of coherent structures in the flow182

are depicted in Sect. 4. Next, in Sect. 5, we describe the method of183

snapshot of POD developed by Sirovich (1987) for identification of co-184

herent structures in boundary layers. In Sect. 6, we present and discuss185

the results, and finally, we conclude with a summary and discussion in186

Sect. 7.187

2. Problem Formulation, LES Modelling, and the PID188

Controller189

2.1. Governing Equations for LES190

LES is now a well-established and widely-used technique for studying191

the ABL under various stability regimes (Deardorff, 1970; Shaw and192

Schumann, 1992; Moeng and Sullivan, 1994; Andren, 1995; Porté-Agel193

et al., 2000; Kosovic and Curry, 2000; Lin and Glendening, 2002; Bou-194

Zeid et al., 2005; 2009; Kumar et al., 2006; Stoll and Porté-Agel, 2008;195

Chamecki et al., 2009). In LES, the filtered mass and momentum con-196

servation equations, along with an equation for energy conservation197

in non-neutral conditions, are numerically integrated in time. In our198
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6 S. Shah, E. Bou-Zeid

simulations, the momentum equations are written in rotational form to199

ensure conservation of kinetic energy (Orszag and Pao, 1974). In all the200

simulations, the flow is driven by a steady pressure gradient equivalent201

to a geostrophic wind forcing; the fluid experiences steady rotation due202

to the Coriolis force. To represent buoyancy effects induced by an active203

scalar (temperature here), we use the Boussinesq approximation. The204

final governing equations for LES are as follows,205

ũ =

∫
S(r) u(x− r, t) d3r, (1)

∂ũi
∂xi

= 0, (2)

∂ũi
∂t

+ ũj

(
∂ũi
∂xj
− ∂ũj
∂xi

)
= −1

ρ

∂p̃∗

∂xi
+ 2εijkΩj(Gk − ũk)

+ δi3g
θ̃′

θ̃0

− ∂τij
∂xj

, (3)

∂θ̃

∂t
+ ũi

∂θ̃

∂xi
= −∂σi

∂xi
, (4)

where the tilde (˜) denotes a quantity filtered at the grid scale ∆, as206

illustrated for the velocity vector in Eq. 1. ui is the velocity vector, xi is207

the position vector, θ is the potential temperature, θ̃0 is a reference po-208

tential temperature and ρ is the corresponding reference density. Also,209

σi = ũiθ − ũiθ̃ is the subgrid-scale (SGS) buoyancy flux (comparable210

to heat flux) and τij = πij − (1/3)δijπkk is the deviatoric part of the211

SGS stress tensor πij = ũiuj − ũiũj . Modelling of the SGS stress and212

flux is detailed in the next sub-section. p̃∗ = p̃ + 1
3ρτkk + 1

2ρũj ũj is a213

modified pressure into which the filtered kinetic energy (third term)214

and the isotropic part of the SGS stress (second term) are lumped, and215

p̃ is the deviation of the pressure from the mean imposed (synoptic216

and hydrostatic) pressure field. The pressure variable that is computed217

is p̃∗; this is done by solving a Poisson equation, obtained by taking218

the divergence of the momentum equation at each time-step; Ωj is the219

angular velocity vector of the earth, Gk is the geostrophic wind vector,220

and S(r) is a filter function taken to be homogeneous in space (not a221

function of x). The prime (′) denotes a turbulent perturbation relative222

to the Reynolds average, which is denoted by brackets 〈 · 〉; δij and εijk223

are the Kronecker delta and the alternating unit tensor, respectively.224

The Reynolds number in the ABL is ∼ 108 and hence the molecular225

viscosity and diffusion terms in the momentum and energy equations226

can be neglected. Also note that 1,2,3 and x,y,z are used throughout227
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VLSM in the ABL 7

the paper interchangeably to denote the streamwise, cross-stream, and228

vertical directions, respectively.229

The above set of equations is subject to the following boundary230

conditions: near the wall, a shear stress is imposed through the logarith-231

mic law for rough surfaces, with a Monin-Obukhov stability correction232

for non-neutral conditions. This should be viewed as a wall-specific233

SGS model. In our simulations, we impose a constant surface heat234

flux for stable and unstable conditions that can also be viewed as the235

wall-specific SGS heat flux σ3|0. At the top of the boundary layer,236

the x-component of velocity goes to a constant geostrophic value of237

G1 = 8 m s−1 and G2 = 0. The aerodynamic roughness length of the238

surface is z0 = 0.10 m and the thermal roughness length is z0h = 0.01239

m. The SGS models and PID controller are further explained in Sect.240

2.2 and 3 below, while further details on the algorithm, model and241

code can be found in Albertson (1996), Porté-Agel et al. (2000), and242

Bou-Zeid et al. (2005).243

2.2. SGS models244

The ability of a LES to parametrize the effect of the unresolved subgrid245

scales of motions on the resolved fields is critical for producing accu-246

rate simulations. An important development in SGS modelling was the247

introduction of the dynamic model (Germano et al., 1991), which uses248

a test-filtering operation at a scale α∆ (α > 1, usually 2, and ∆ is249

the grid or base filter scale) to model the unresolved scales based on250

information from the smallest resolved scales. The standard dynamic251

model is based on the scale-invariance assumption that postulates that252

model coefficients are not a function of scale in the vicinity of the253

grid scale. If implemented in an eddy-viscosity SGS model framework,254

such as the Smagorinsky SGS model (Smagorinsky, 1963), the standard255

dynamic model allows computation of the model coefficient C on-the-256

fly during a simulation. However, Meneveau and Lund (1997) noted257

that in many applications this scale-invariance condition is not met.258

They considered the case when the filter length, ∆, approaches the Kol-259

mogorov scale, η, and C(∆ → η) → 0. Using filtered direct numerical260

simulation data, they were able to show that when the scale invariance261

assumption breaks down, the dynamic model (with β = Cα∆/C∆ = 1)262

yields the coefficient corresponding to the test-filter scale (α∆) instead263

of the grid scale (∆). In the ABL, scale-dependence also occurs in the264

vicinity of the surface where the grid scale lies in the production range265

rather than in the inertial range as intended in LES (Porté-Agel et al.,266

2000).267
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8 S. Shah, E. Bou-Zeid

Based on Meneveau and Lund (1997), one can in fact relax the scale-268

invariance assumption and develop a scale-dependent dynamic model:269

first C is computed using the standard Germano identity at two differ-270

ent test-filter scales (here 2∆ and 4∆); then a power-law dependence of271

the coefficients on scale, with arbitrary exponents, is assumed. This is272

equivalent to assuming that the ratio of the coefficients β itself is scale-273

invariant, i.e. β = C4∆/C2∆ = C2∆/C∆. Finally, from the computed274

values of the coefficients C2∆ and C4∆, one can directly compute the275

needed coefficient at the grid scale C∆ = C2
2∆/C4∆. In this study, we276

follow this scale-dependent dynamic approach. Using the values of β,277

C4∆ and C2∆, we calculate the required model coefficients at scale278

∆. Bou-Zeid et al. (2008) used field experimental data to show that279

the assumption of power-law dependence of the coefficients on filter280

scale holds very well for the Smagorinsky model for both scalar and281

momentum fluxes and under a wide range of atmospheric stabilities.282

Most dynamic model implementations are usually found to require283

some coefficient averaging to maintain numerical stability; the La-284

grangian averaging approach (Meneveau et al., 1996) is adopted herein.285

This averages the quantities needed to compute the coefficients dynam-286

ically over fluid pathlines. The resulting Lagrangian-averaged scale de-287

pendent (LASD) dynamic model, with the Smagorinsky eddy-viscosity288

model framework, is thus used here for the SGS stress tensor (as de-289

tailed and implemented by Bou-Zeid et al. (2005)). For the SGS heat290

flux, we assume the SGS Prandtl number to be constant at Prsgs∆ =291

0.4. Implementation of a scale-dependent dynamic approach for Prsgs∆292

was completed but resulted in a very minor impact on the results; we293

hence do not use it here to avoid the associated additional computa-294

tional costs. The model equations are given below,295

τij = −2νT S̃ij = −2(C∆∆)2|S̃|S̃ij , (5)

σi = − C2
∆

Prsgs∆
∆2|S̃| ∂θ̃

∂xj
, (6)

where νT is the SGS turbulent viscosity, C∆ is the Smagorinsky co-296

efficient at scale ∆, and Sij is the strain rate tensor, |S̃| being its297

magnitude.298

2.3. The proportional-integral-derivative (PID)299

controller300

Since we impose a heat flux at the surface, the temperature every-301

where in the boundary layer decreases with time for stable cases and302

increases for unstable cases. Under stable conditions, due to damping303
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VLSM in the ABL 9

of vertical motions by buoyancy, the ABL height does not increase.304

An equilibrium is reached between TKE production by shear and de-305

struction by buoyancy, resulting in a constant ABL height. For unstable306

cases however, due to the enhancement of vertical motions and buoyant307

TKE production, the boundary-layer height increases indefinitely if a308

constant buoyancy flux is imposed as the surface. The rate at which the309

ABL height increases depends directly on the magnitude of that surface310

buoyancy flux. For large magnitudes of buoyancy fluxes, the boundary-311

layer inversion height can reach the top of the computational domain312

very rapidly. The continuous changes in the temperature profiles for313

non-neutral cases and the continuous increase of the unstable ABL314

height are undesirable for POD analyses. POD necessitates the collec-315

tion of a few thousand uncorrelated snapshots of the vector field being316

decomposed, with the requirement that the flow remains stationary317

during that long simulation period. This requirement is critical to the318

snapshot POD method used here (Sirovich, 1987), but this method has319

many advantages that make it very appealing (see below).320

To satisfy these stationarity conditions, we implement a PID con-321

troller (Sescu and Meneveau, 2014) at the top of the domain (z/Lz >322

0.75, where we add/remove heat to maintain a constant temperature323

profile. Since the PID controller adds or removes heat from the top of324

the domain, it produces a buoyancy flux profile that is somewhat differ-325

ent from the actual profiles of heat flux in the ABL. But since thermals326

and plumes are initiated near the surface in the convective ABL, and327

since the shear-produced turbulent eddies result from the interaction328

with the lower wall, we obtain velocity and temperature profiles that329

are quite similar to those observed in the real ABL at a given point in330

time, as we illustrate below. Moreover, we performed a test with no PID331

controller for a weakly stable case (where unsteadiness is not a signifi-332

cant problem) and applied the snapshot POD decomposition, obtaining333

very similar results to the corresponding simulation with the controller.334

This is not unexpected since the bulk ABL structure is mainly affected335

by the balance of shear and buoyancy in the atmospheric surface layer,336

with the top boundary condition playing a lesser role. Therefore, we337

expect the simulated coherent structures, including the largest ones, to338

be representative of ABL structures. The details of the PID controller339

can be found in Sescu and Meneveau (2014). Here, we present its main340

features for completeness.341

The following equation states the idea of the controller used here.342

Basically, a source or sink term is added to the energy conservation343

equation as follows,344
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10 S. Shah, E. Bou-Zeid

∂θ̃

∂t
+ ũi

∂θ̃

∂xi
= −∂σi

∂xi
+Q(z, t)H(z − zc), (7)

where Q is the source or sink, zc = 0.75Lz is the height above which the345

PID controller is activated, and H(z − zc) is Heaviside step function.346

A PID controller is given by347

ψ(z, t) = Kpe(z, t) +Ki

∫ t

0
e(z, t′)dt′ +Kd

d

dt
e(z, t), (8)

where Kp, Ki and Kd are proportional, integral and derivative gains,348

respectively. In the above equation, the error e(z, t) is given by e(z, t) =349

θc(z) − 〈θ(z, t)〉, where θc(z) is the desired temperature profile that350

we aim to maintain. The error is computed in the region of the flow351

where the PID controller is active (above the top of the ABL in our352

application) and the heat source or sink strength Q is then computed353

from354

Q(z, t) = Chψ(z, t). (9)

We use Ch = 1 s−1,Kp = 0.2,Ki = 6.25 andKd = 0. The methods used355

to calculate gains are detailed and discussed in Sescu and Meneveau356

(2014). Since Kd = 0, the controller is in fact a proportional-integral357

one and thus the equation simplifies to358

ψ(z, t) = Kpe(z, t) +Ki

∫ t

0
e(z, t′)dt′. (10)

3. Numerics and Validation359

Equations 2-4, along with the boundary conditions given in sub-section360

2.1, are solved over a domain that is periodic in the horizontal direc-361

tions. The bottom boundary is a rough wall with near-wall modelling (a362

wall model based on Monin-Obukhov similarity theory and a filtered ve-363

locity at the first horizontal plane, as detailed in Bou-Zeid et al. (2005),364

is used); the top boundary is stress-free with zero vertical velocity. The365

code used here is a modified version of the one originally developed by366

Albertson (1996). The discretization scheme is spectrally accurate in367

the horizontal directions (x and y), and second-order accurate (central368
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difference) in the vertical (z), with grid staggering. A second order369

Adams-Bashforth scheme is used for time integration. Non-linear terms370

are de-aliased using the 3/2 rule (Orszag, 1970). For LES, a sharp371

spectral cut-off filter is used for SGS computations (for test filtering372

since filtering at the grid scale is implicit). Initial fields are imposed373

as a logarithmic velocity profile and a constant temperature profile;374

random perturbations are added to both initial profiles. All unstable375

and neutral cases were run on a 64 × 64 × 64 grid with a time step of376

0.2 s for 2,750,000 steps (≈ 150 physical hours). Grid convergence tests377

with the same code under neutral conditions (Bou-Zeid et al., 2005)378

show that the mean profiles obtained with a 64× 64× 64 grid are very379

similar to results obtained with a 128 × 128 × 128 grid; we expect for380

unstable conditions with larger eddies that this resolution will also be381

adequate. Stable cases have been run with both a 64×64×64 grid and382

a 96×96×96 grid points also for a total physical time of ≈ 150 physical383

hours (the higher resolution had a time-step of 0.1 s and was run for384

5,500,000 steps). Comparison of the result of the POD analysis from385

the two resolutions showed very minor differences, suggesting that the386

educed modes are not very sensitive to resolution and indicating that387

96×96×96 grid points are adequate for capturing the most important388

coherent structures in the the stable ABL. We note that this is in389

no-way an indication that such a resolution is adequate to accurately390

capture all the dynamics of the stable ABL; tests with the same code for391

stable conditions suggested that resolutions of up to 160×160×160 grid392

points are needed for computations of eddy diffusivities for example to393

converge. Other studies also demonstrate that capturing higher-order394

statistics can occasionally require resolution of up to 512×512×512 grid395

points (Sullivan and Patton, 2011). However, our results do indicate396

that capturing the most-energetic large eddies can be performed with397

a moderate resolution grid, which is not surprising given that these398

structures tend to be large (well-resolved by the grid) and carry a strong399

signal. All simulations were performed on multiple cores using message400

passing interface (MPI). Details of the simulations carried out and the401

data collected for snapshot POD analysis are given in the Table I.402

Figure 1 shows the mean velocity profiles obtained from the simula-403

tions. The profile for the neutral case obeys the logarithmic law while404

the unstable and stable profiles shown are realistic despite applying405

a rather unrealistic PID controller above the inversion height. With406

increasing stability, the ABL height in stable cases decreases, the super-407

geostrophic velocity magnitude increases, and its height decreases, as408

expected. Figure 2 depicts the mean temperature profiles for each of409

the last three hours of the simulations. The overlapping and indistin-410

guishable temperature profiles confirm the steady state we are able411
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12 S. Shah, E. Bou-Zeid

Table I. Simulation set-up and details: surface kinematic buoyancy fluxes, physical
dimensions of the domain, time between snapshots (∆t), and the total number
of snapshots collected for POD analysis. Kinematic fluxes can be multiplied by
≈ 1200 to obtain the corresponding fluxes in W m−2. Quantities in brackets in the
second column give the corresponding flux Richardson number at (in fact near) the

surface Rifs = gσ3|0θ̃−1
0 /(u2

∗x∂〈u〉/∂z|dz/2 + u2
∗y∂〈v〉/∂z|dz/2), where u∗x,y denotes

the component of stress at the surface in the x, y-directions and σ3|0 is the kinematic
vertical heat flux imposed at the surface. The gradients are computed at the first
grid point where the horizontal velocities are available, that is at dz/2.

Case σ3|0 ( K m s−1) (Rifs) Lx × Ly × Lz (km3) ∆t (s) Snapshots

Neutral 0 (0) 6.28× 6.28× 1.0 200 2500

Stable −0.001 (1.595× 10−3) 3.14× 3.14× 0.5 250 2500

−0.002 (4.014× 10−3)

−0.005 (1.332× 10−2)

−0.010 (3.328× 10−2)

Untable 0.0001 (−1.832× 10−4) 6.28× 6.28× 1.0 200 2500

0.001 (−1.588× 10−3)

0.002 (−2.944× 10−3)

0.005 (−6.754× 10−3)

0.010 (−1.262× 10−2)

0.100 (−9.330× 10−2)

to maintain with the use of the PID controller, allowing us to collect412

thousands of snapshots without ABL height changes with time. This413

limited validation is intended to illustrate that despite the use of the414

PID controller, the potential temperature profiles are very similar to415

those expected in the unstable and stable ABL. The code used here416

has been previously extensively validated for convective, neutral, and417

stable ABL without a PID controller (Bou-Zeid et al., 2005; Kumar418

et al., 2006; Huang and Bou-Zeid, 2013).419

4. Flow Visualization420

A simple way to begin this analysis of coherent structures is to consider421

the vorticity vector field. Many coherent-structure identification ap-422

proaches rely on metrics based on the vorticity or some related criteria423

that measure the rotational motion in the fluid (O’Farrell and Martin,424

2009), with high rotation regions associated with active coherent struc-425

tures. Figure 3 shows one such plot of the instantaneous y-component of426

the vorticity, ω′2 = ω2−〈ω2〉x,y, in an xz-plane for neutral, unstable and427
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Figure 1. Velocity profiles obtained by averaging over x, y and time for (a)
neutral, logarithmic law with roughness length z0 = 0.1 m; (b) unstable
(σ3|0 = +0.010 K m s−1); (c) stable (σ3|0 = −0.002 K m s−1); (d) stable
(σ3|0 = −0.010 K m s−1). Note that σ3|0 is the kinematic vertical heat flux imposed
at the surface.
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Figure 2. Potential temperature (K) profiles obtained by averaging in the homo-
geneous x and y-directions at three time instances in the last 3 h showing steady
conditions obtained in simulations for (a) unstable (σ3|0 = +0.010 K m s−1); (b)
stable (σ3|0 = −0.010 K m s−1)
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14 S. Shah, E. Bou-Zeid

stable conditions. We note that for this figure only, data are taken from428

higher-resolution (128× 128× 128) initial runs performed to guide our429

analysis; performing all simulations with this resolution would require430

significantly more computational resources and is not needed for our431

objectives as detailed above. We have also produced these plots with432

different resolutions and confirmed that the qualitative trends and gen-433

eral features are not very sensitive to resolution, but we depict these434

higher resolution data here since they show finer and richer small-scale435

features along with the large-scale structures that we are interested in.436

The figure clearly illustrates the differences in the coherent struc-437

tures under different stabilities. Under neutral conditions, the instanta-438

neous vortical structures are elongated in the x-direction and oriented439

at an angle between 0◦ and 30◦, while under unstable conditions these440

structures are more akin to plume-like features with a vertical orien-441

tation of around 90◦. Under stable conditions, the normalized ABL442

height is reduced (despite the fact that our domain height Lz, used443

to normalize the y-axis, is already reduced by half compared to the444

other cases), with weak turbulence at the top; the motion and scale of445

these vortical structures is restricted. They now appear to be sheet-446

like features. Note that the magnitude of the fluctuating vorticity,447

which involves gradients of fluctuating velocity, is highly dependent448

on resolution in high-Reynolds number wall-modelled LES since the449

SGS contribution to such parameters is much larger than for first-450

or second-order statistics that do not involve gradients (recall that451

gradients in Fourier space are the Fourier transforms multiplied by the452

frequency and hence the contribution of the SGS higher frequencies of453

a given signal is amplified in the derivatives). This makes quantitative454

comparison of structures between simulations with different stabilities455

problematic and is one reason why we will not rely on vorticity-based456

metrics, but the trends illustrated in the figure are still very revealing457

of the differences between neutral, stable and unstable conditions. The458

other main reason why vorticity-based metrics are unsuitable for our459

study is that, as illustrated in Fig. 3, they tend to select the smallest460

scale structures associated with hairpins, as well as what appear to be461

hairpin packets, due to the high instantaneous vorticity these structures462

produce (for the same reason the contribution of higher frequencies to463

vorticity is higher), rather than the VLSMs we are interested in.464

Since we suspect the VLSMs to consist of meandering streamwise465

rolls (as in laboratory flows), we depict in Fig. 4 the streamwise veloc-466

ity in an xy-plane (now from the standard resolution runs detailed in467

Table I). This figure also shows the smaller-scale structures, but it is468

clear that these small motions are embedded in very large streamwise469

streaks that are gently meandering. The very-large scale streaks span470
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Figure 3. Instantaneous dimensional fluctuating y-component of vorticity
(ω′2 = ω2 − 〈ω2〉x,y) (s−1) in xz-planes for neutral (top), unstable (centre) and
stable (bottom) cases. Unstable and stable LES are for σ3|0 = +0.10 K m s−1 and
σ3|0 = −0.015 K m s−1. Flow from left to right.

Figure 4. Instantaneous streamwise velocity (m s−1) slice in an xy-plane, at
a height of 0.25Lz, for a neutral simulations (left), unstable simulation with
σ3|0 = +0.005 K m s−1 (middle), and stable simulation with σ3|0 = −0.002 K m s−1

(right), respectively. Flow from left to right.

the whole domain and are very-well aligned in the x-direction under471

convective conditions (middle panel), but are shorter under neutral472

conditions with a more pronounced effect of Ekman turning that gives473

them a tilt in the y-direction. Under stable conditions, some streakiness474

with an even larger Ekman-induced y-tilt can be seen, but more planar475

features seem to dominate.476

To capture these VLSMs more distinctly, other methodologies that477

are not based on vorticity are better suited and have been applied478

in previous studies. Wilson (1996) determined the three-dimensional479

large structures (longitudinal roll vortices) using empirical orthogonal480
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functions from LES of a mildly convective ABL and compared that ap-481

proach to a simpler method called compositing (conditional sampling).482

Lin et al. (1996) used flow visualization and four-dimensional condi-483

tional sampling for their analysis of large structures in the neutrally-484

stratified ABL. Esau (2003) applied classic POD (the classic POD485

method is similar but not exactly equivalent in terms of educed struc-486

tures to the snapshot method we use here) to LES fields to study487

coherent structures, noting that the method seems more robust than488

empirical orthogonal functions based approaches. The analysis was re-489

stricted to neutral and unstable conditions and focused on the first490

characteristic eddy, which was found to contain about 33% of the total491

TKE for neutral cases and 55% for the convective boundary layers.492

Huang et al. (2009) analyzed coherent structures in the constant pres-493

sure gradient ABLs simulated using DNS and LES, also using POD.494

They noted important similarities in the structures produced by DNS495

and LES, thus confirming the structural similarity of turbulence across496

a wide range of Reynolds numbers and validating LES as a tool to497

study such structures. From this list, although selectively constructed,498

one can observe that the POD approach is a popular one for studying499

coherent structures in turbulent flows. In the next section, we will detail500

a specific variant of that approach, namely snapshot POD, and how it501

is used herein.502

5. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition: Method of Snapshots503

Analysis of coherent structures by the conventional methods of POD504

(where the two-point spatial correlation tensor is computed) is very505

computationally expensive, especially when domain sizes are large. For506

example, for a grid with Nx ×Ny ×Nz points in three directions, and507

with three velocity components, the covariance matrix involved in the508

solution of the eigenproblem is of size 3Nxyz × 3Nxyz, where Nxyz =509

Nx × Ny × Nz. In the method used here (Sirovich, 1987), with Nt510

snapshots in time, the correlation matrix is of size Nt ×Nt.511

In POD analysis, we look for a finite set of orthogonal functions φ512

that are optimal in carrying as much of the TKE as possible. This is a513

maximization problem that can be re-written as an eigenvalue problem514

given by the following equation (Holmes et al., 1998; Tropea et al.,515

2007)516

∫

D
R(x,x′)φ(x)dx′ = λφ(x). (11)
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The correlation tensor R(x,x′) in Eq. 11, under ergodicity and station-517

arity assumptions, can be written as518

R(x,x′) =
1

Nt

Nt∑

i=1

ũ′(x, ti)⊗ ũ′∗(x′, ti). (12)

Note that in the above equations, D represents the domain of interest519

and the asterisk (∗) denotes the complex conjugate.520

In the method of snapshots, the functions φ (each of which represents521

one mode) are assumed to have a special form given by522

φ(x) =

Nt∑

k=1

a(tk)ũ
′(x, tk). (13)

Substituting Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 into Eq. 11, and with some manip-523

ulations, we obtain524

Nt∑

k=1

1

Nt

(∫

D
ũ′(x′, tk) · ũ′∗(x′, ti) dx′

)
a(tk) = λa(ti). (14)

Equation 14 can then be written as another eigenvalue problem525

[C][A] = λ[A], (15)

where

[C] =
1

Nt

∫

D
ũ′(x′, tk) · ũ′∗(x′, ti) dx′, (16)

[A] = [a(t1), a(t2), ...., a(tNt)]
T . (17)

Once we solve this eigenproblem given by Eq. 15 to obtain λ and [A],526

we can easily calculate the POD modes from Eq. 13, which represent527

the coherent structures. Their energy content is then given by the528

eigenvalues λ. One can then reconstruct the velocity field associated529

with a single mode, i.e. the contribution of that mode to the velocity,530

as we will explain later. This method only requires knowledge of the531

matrix C, which involves the spatial averages of temporal correlations532

computed from the snapshots.533

From Eq. 15 one can see that snapshot POD involves correlations534

in time and averaging in space. In contrast, the classic POD has cor-535

relations in space and averaging in time. Thus, the snapshot POD can536
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be said to be an exact symmetry of classic POD (Tropea et al., 2007).537

This symmetry can be verified from Eqs. 11 and 12 for classic POD and538

Eqs. 15 and 16 for snapshot POD. Because of the symmetry (rather539

than equivalence), the actual structures and energy content in the cor-540

responding modes differ. Nonetheless, both methods extract dominant541

structures in the flow. A direct comparison of the two methods applied542

to the same fluid flow problem (a turbulent shear layer) is discussed by543

Hilberg et al. (1994). We select the snapshot method here primarily due544

to its computational efficiency. However, given that it relies on temporal545

correlation, it is also expected to provide a better representation of546

long-lived VLSMs.547

Both POD methods, when applied over periodic directions (x and548

y in this study) yield modes that are equivalent to Fourier modes in549

these directions (Holmes et al., 1998). This can be exploited to have550

computations that converge more rapidly although we do not use this551

feature here (snapshot POD is sufficiently fast and computationally effi-552

cient already). More importantly, this postulates that in these periodic553

directions the structures are indeed Fourier modes; however, Baltzer554

et al. (2010) argue that this is indeed the case since LSMs and VLSMs555

are often defined as the contribution to the signal from a limited range556

of low frequency Fourier modes (e.g. Guala et al., 2006).557

Recall that above a certain height (z/Lz ≈ 0.8), an inversion in the558

temperature profile is imposed and maintained using the PID controller559

(described in Sect. 2.3) to allow us to take as many snapshots under560

steady-state conditions as required. Moreover, since we are only inter-561

ested in the region below the inversion height, all the POD analyses562

have been carried out in the region approximately below z/Lz = 0.875563

for neutral and the unstable ABL, and below z/Lz = 0.75 for the stable564

ABL.565

6. Results and Discussion566

6.1. POD modes567

First we will present an overview of the various ways in which we568

approached this analysis. For each simulation, there are three sets569

of 2,500 snapshots each collected 200 s apart. The first set contains570

snapshots of the velocity and flux (momentum and buoyancy) vector571

fields in a yz-plane at the center of the domain (x = Lx/2). The second572

contains similar snapshots but in an xz-plane at y = Ly/2, and the573

third contains again similar snapshots but in an xy-plane at z = Lz/8.574

Snapshot sets that are 20 s, 40 s and 400 s apart have also been analyzed575
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Figure 5. Cumulative TKE increase for 2D snapshots in the yz-plane with the
number of modes for the (a) unstable and (b) stable cases. Both plots also show
the neutral case results for comparison. The legend shows the values of the surface
kinematic heat flux σ3|0 in K m s−1. The boxes inside the figures are zoomed-in
plots showing the first modes.

and their results are almost the same qualitatively: differences in the576

TKE content of the first few modes which we analyzed were minor.577

This result is important since it confirms that the analysis is robust578

to changes in the snapshot interval. The method of snapshots is then579

applied to the velocity vector to extract the coherent structures. The580

structures extracted correspond to the different POD modes that were581

ranked according to their TKE content.582

In Fig. 5, we plot the cumulative TKE with number of modes from583

the yz-plane snapshots for (a) stable and (b) unstable simulations in584

comparison with the neutral simulation (note that the snapshot POD585

approach requires a larger number of modes to reproduce all the energy586

compared to classic POD). From the figure, one can clearly see several587

differences in TKE distribution among the modes under the different588

stability conditions. For example, the cumulative TKE contained in589

the first few modes is much higher in the unstable cases compared to590

the neutral and stable cases. Thus, one can conclude that the num-591

ber of modes required to capture most of the large-scale dynamics592

in the unstable ABL (to develop a reduced-order model for example)593

is much smaller compared to the other stability regimes. Increasing594

stability has the overall effect of reducing the energy content of the595

first modes, though the very first few modes for the two most stable596

simulations behave differently and have a larger TKE content than the597

first mode under neutral conditions. On the other hand, for unstable598

stratifications, a strong organization rapidly sets in even with a very599

small buoyancy flux, but this organization seems to be reduced as the600

buoyancy flux increases further. What is striking is how different the601
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energy distribution is in a very weakly unstable ABL compared to a602

neutral ABL.603

The difficulty in modelling of the stable ABL can also partially be604

explained from the plots in Fig. 5. Since the energy content in the higher605

modes as a fraction of the total energy is comparatively larger and606

since these higher modes, or at least some of them, would be expected607

to be of smaller scale than the dominant modes, capturing a large608

fraction of the TKE in LES of stable ABLs would require significantly609

higher resolutions than for unstable or neutral ABLs. Again, while the610

accuracy with which we capture these higher modes is not critical for611

our POD analysis (as long as we capture their structure and their612

influence on the larger scales), it might be very critical when higher613

order statistical quantities or certain features of the stable ABL need614

to be simulated.615

Figure 6 shows the first four POD modes (a mode is the normalized616

spatial velocity field given by a φ(x) function) under neutral conditions617

as obtained from snapshots in the yz-plane, where the mean flow is618

mainly in the x-direction (perpendicular to the plane of the figure) and619

the y-direction due to Ekman turning. The colour-bar indicates the620

normalized fluctuating part of u that is associated with (contained in)621

that mode (note that this does not contain the mean u), while the blue-622

coloured streamslices indicate the corresponding v and w components.623

The modes are arranged in decreasing order of the fraction of TKE they624

contain (indicated above each sub-figure), i.e. arranged in a descending625

order of the magnitude of the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix.626

Under neutrally stratified conditions, we can see that the first four627

modes or structures contain a relative small amount of total TKE (<628

2% in each mode). We can also note that modes one and two have the629

exact same structure but with a phase shift in the y-direction; the same630

observation can be made for modes three and four. This correlation631

between a pair of modes is explained in the Appendix A, but one can632

then conclude that the first two modes and the third and fourth are633

physically equivalent type of structures, shifted in the y-direction. The634

structure revealed by the first two modes contributes slightly over 3%635

of the TKE, while the one revealed by the third and fourth contributes636

slightly under 3%. The v and w components show vortical structures637

in the yz-plane centered at a height of about 0.2Lz, revealing that638

all of these modes consist of streamwise rolls (sheared and turned by639

the Ekman spiral). A higher u is clearly associated with subsidence640

(negative w), while a lower one coincides with rising air induced by the641

vorticity of these rolls. Also notice that the zeros of u do not coincide642

with the centers of the roll modes.643
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Figure 6. The first four POD modes for the neutral case (σ3|0 = 0) in the yz-plane.
The colour-bar indicates the normalized u-component of the POD mode (velocity
component projected on eigenvectors of the correlation matrix normalized by the
square root of the TKE content in that mode given by the eigenvalue), which is in
the direction normal to the plane of the figure. The blue contours show the v and
w components in the plane. The numbers above each sub-figure indicate the TKE
content of that mode as a fraction of the total TKE.

These very-large scale structures in the neutral ABL are qualita-644

tively similar to the large scale motions (LSMs) and VLSMs that were645

reviewed recently by Smits et al. (2011) for neutral engineering flows.646

LSMs and VLSMs observed in laboratory flows consist of structures647

that are respectively larger and much larger than the boundary layer648

depth as detailed in the introduction. Laboratory VLSMs feature long649

meandering regions (meanderings cannot be captured in the yz-plane650

POD but can be seen in Fig. 4) of high velocity fluid flanked by regions651

of lower velocity. They are also found to contain a large fraction of the652

TKE and to produce a large fraction of the Reynolds stresses (see Smits653

et al., 2011, and references therein). The effect of the Ekman turning on654

these structures, which was noted by Esau (2003), is also seen here, but655
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Figure 7. The first POD mode for the unstable cases in the yz-plane. The colour-bar
indicates the normalized u-component of the POD mode, which is in the direction
normal to the plane of the figure. The blue contours show the v and w components
in the plane. The numbers above each sub-figure indicate the amount of TKE of that
mode as a fraction of the total TKE. Sub-figure (a) corresponds to the first POD with
a surface kinematic heat flux σ3|0 of +0.001 K m s−1; (b) corresponds to the first
POD with +0.005 K m s−1; (c) corresponds to the first POD with +0.010 K m s−1;
and finally (d) is for σ3|0 of +0.100 K m s−1.

the effect of the whole range of static stabilities on such structures has656

not been studied previously (despite some analyses along these lines).657

In Fig. 7, we plot the first POD mode from the unstable cases with a658

surface buoyancy flux of (a) σ3|0 = +0.001 K m s−1, (b) +0.005 K m s−1,659

(c) +0.010 K m s−1 and (d) +0.100 K m s−1. The structures in these660

simulations also appear in pairs (the second modes not shown here are661

identical versions of the first modes, spatially-shifted by half the cross-662

stream scale of the structures). One can quickly note that these first663

POD modes in unstable conditions account for a significantly larger664

fraction (roughly double) of the TKE for each of the pairs compared665

to the neutral case. For example, the first two modes in the case666

σ3|0 = +0.001 K m s−1, which we reiterate represent the same coherent667
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organization in the flow but shifted in space, contain together 55% of668

the TKE, which is very similar to what has been observed by Esau669

(2003) for the first characteristic eddy (FCE). The effect of Ekman670

turning here is also smaller than under neutral conditions, in agreement671

with the trends shown in Fig. 4 and with Esau (2003), as can be deduced672

from the v-w streamslices.673

Overall, these first modes look like very well organized Bénard cells.674

The number of cells in the first modes does not seem to vary consistently675

with stability. After the initial increase from the neutral conditions,676

their TKE content generally decreases with increasing instability, as677

also revealed by Fig. 5, but for the most unstable case shown here678

it actually increases slightly as the number of cells in the first mode679

is reduced from four to two. The broad similarity of these structure680

to those observed under neutral conditions might explain the rapid681

change in organization with a small surface buoyancy flux. One possi-682

ble hypothesis is that the pre-existing VLSMs in a neural ABL, when683

subjected to a very small surface buoyancy flux, will concentrate this684

flux in inter-roll areas with rising air by sweeping the near-surface hot685

air into those areas; this then further accelerates the rising motion686

in these regions and the circulation. This could lead to a very rapid687

strengthening of these large structures even with a weak buoyancy688

flux. These results suggest that the effect of increasing heat flux on689

the coherent structures in the unstable ABL is highly non-linear (with690

respect to the common stability measures such as z/L). The findings691

are also consistent with the strong non-linearity of the Monin-Obukhov692

stability correction functions under weak positive heat fluxes; these693

functions vary rapidly up to z/L ≈ 0.2 and then plateau.694

Figure 8 shows the first, third and fifth mode for the case with σ3|0 =695

+0.002 K m s−1. From the plot, we see that the energy content drops696

down significantly from that in the first two modes (down to 8% from697

approximately 42% in first two modes). Similar behaviour has been698

observed with other unstable cases. This underlines the dominant role699

of the first pair of modes in the unstable cases. The vortical structures700

are in many ways similar to the ones observed under neutral conditions,701

but with some notable differences: their centers in the yz-plane are now702

much less offset relative to the zero of the u-component and they occur703

much higher, close to the middle of the ABL. The effect of the Ekman704

turning is also much weaker.705

Figure 9 shows the first two modes for stable simulations with a706

surface heat fluxes of σ3|0 of −0.001 K m s−1 ((a) and (b)) and −0.002707

K m s−1 ((c) and (d)). In the stable cases, the domain size is halved708

in each direction (but with the same Lx/Lz and Ly/Lz aspect ra-709

tios) compared to the neutral and unstable cases. The rationale for710
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Figure 8. The first, third and fifth POD modes in the yz-plane for the unstable case
with a surface kinematic heat flux σ3|0 of +0.002 K m s−1. The colour-bar indicates
the normalized u-component of the POD mode, which is in the direction normal
to the plane of the figure. The blue contours show the v and w components in the
plane. The numbers above each sub-figure indicate the amount of TKE of that mode
as a fraction of the total TKE.

using a smaller domain size is that stability causes reduction in the711

sizes of the largest eddies (which we also saw from the cumulative712

energy plots), and consequently in the ABL height. For the case with713

σ3|0 = −0.001 K m s−1, the inversion height can be estimated from714

the figures to be approximately 250 m (i.e. half of the domain height).715

This lower ABL height and smaller turbulent scales make it sufficient716

to have smaller domains while still allowing the length needed for the717

largest eddies to evolve as they pass through the domain (Moeng et al.,718

2007; Talbot et al., 2012). The first modes for both stabilities, which719

contain the largest fractions of TKE (λ1/Σiλi = 0.061 and 0.074),720

appear to be in sheets rather than vortical structures. Such parallel721

contour lines are also observed by Chauhan et al. (2013). This is related722

to the buoyant forces damping of vertical motions at large scales, which723

results in reduced vertical coupling in the ABL and hence allows two-724

dimensional sheet-like structures to develop. We can observe smaller725

vortical structures in the higher modes of the most weakly stable case;726

however, when the stability is increased further, this organization of727

vortices seen in mode 2 is also dissipated. The ABL height decreases728
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Figure 9. The first two POD modes for stable cases in the yz-plane. The colour-bar
indicates the normalized u-component of the POD mode, which is in the direction
normal to the plane of the figure. The blue contours show the v and w components
in the plane. The numbers above each sub-figure indicate the amount of TKE as a
fraction of the total TKE. Sub-figures (a) and (b) correspond to a surface kinematic
heat flux σ3|0 of −0.001 K m s−1, while (c) and (d) correspond to −0.002 K m s−1.
Note the vortical structure in the second mode for the mildly stable case disappearing
with increased stability, and being replaced by more sheet-like structures.

and more sheet-like structures are observed with increasing stabilities,729

even in the higher modes. This can be verified from the increasing730

energy content in the first mode with increasing stability, and from731

the decreasing organization in higher modes like mode 2. These sheet-732

like structures were already suggested by the velocity plots in Fig. 4.733

Similar structures are seen if the above analysis is carried out for the734

first 20% of the domain (in all cases) capturing only the surface layer.735

Those results are not shown here for brevity.736

In Fig. 10, we plot the POD modes educed from the xz-plane snap-737

shots. The colour-bar in the plot indicates normalized u-component of738

the POD mode, which is in the x-direction, and the blue contours show739

u and w components in the plane. The plots are consistent with the pic-740
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Figure 10. The first two POD modes in the xz-plane for the neutral ((a) and (b)),
unstable case with a surface kinematic heat flux σ3|0 of 0.005 K m s−1 ((c) and (d)),
and stable case with a surface kinematic heat flux σ3|0 of −0.005 K m s−1 ((e) and
(f)). The colour-bar indicates the normalized u-component of the POD mode, which
is in the x-direction. The blue contours show the u and w components in the plane.
The numbers above each sub-figure indicate the amount of TKE as a fraction of the
total TKE.
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ture of long streamwise rolls that emerges from the yz-planes, although741

they are generated from an independent decomposition and they should742

not be associated directly with the modes emanating from decompo-743

sitions in other planes. The xz-plane slices illustrate the streamwise744

length of these structures. Under neutral condition, some (e.g. mode 1)745

can span the whole length of the domain (which indicates that longer746

simulation domains are needed to deduce their exact length), but others747

can be of a more limited streamwise span that is only about half of748

the domain length. While mode one under neutral condition resembles749

VLSMs, mode two has more similarity to LSMs (note the ejection and750

sweep it creates and its inclination angle); LSMs are usually understood751

as trains of merging hairpin vortices. Under unstable conditions, the752

two dominant modes are both as long as the domain and they contain753

about 20% and 12% of the TKE for mode one and two, respectively754

(compare that to about 5% for mode one in the neutral ABL). For755

stable cases, this decomposition also reveals sheet-like structures for756

mode one. On the other hand, mode two for this stability conditions is757

topologically similar to mode two under neutral conditions, but with a758

smaller structure angle as would be expected if this mode is associated759

with trains of hairpins (recall that the hairpin angles decrease under760

stable conditions).761

Figure 11 depicts the amount of TKE in the first structure (for the762

neutral and unstable cases, this first structure is comprised of the pair763

of the first two modes; for the stable simulations it consists of only the764

first sheet-like mode) as a fraction of the total TKE of the flow, plotted765

against stability. The TKE in unstable modes asymptotes to 30% with766

increasing heat flux, which is equivalent to stating that, with increasing767

instability, the fraction of TKE in the structures other than the first768

one increases and asymptotes to 70%, i.e. the organization of secondary769

structures is enhanced. The fraction of TKE in the sheet-like modes770

of the stable ABL also increases with increasing stability. This figure771

clearly shows that the first modes are the least energetic in the neutral772

ABL, and that buoyancy invariably works to increase the organization773

of the first mode. This increased organization is monotonous in the774

stable ABL, but for the unstable ABL, a maximum organization is775

reached at some small surface buoyancy flux, but then the organization776

decreases and reaches an asymptotic limit at high positive buoyancy777

fluxes.778

6.2. Fluxes carried by POD modes779

The most energetic coherent structure in a flow is not necessarily the780

one that produces most of the vertical fluxes, which are of particular781
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Figure 11. The percentage (%) of TKE (E) in the first structure plotted against

zi/L0, where L0 = −θ̃0u
3
∗/κgσ3|0 is the Obukhov length at the surface and zi is the

inversion height (800 m for the neutral and unstable cases and 250 m for the stable
cases).

interest in the ABL. One can directly find the POD modes responsible782

for vertical turbulent transport through a decomposition of the vertical783

flux vectors 〈w̃′ũ′i〉 and 〈ũ′iθ̃′〉 (see Appendix B for the details and784

an illustration of this approach). This approach yields different POD785

structures for the first modes compared to the structures associated786

with maximum TKE, indicating that the most energetic eddies do not787

produce the most fluxes. Another approach that can be more directly788

related to the TKE POD modes is to reconstruct the velocity field789

generated by a single mode i for each snapshot, and then compute the790

correlation of the vertical velocity component of that reconstruction791

(w̃′ri) with the fluctuating component of the parameter whose trans-792

port we want to study: ũ′ for the instantaneous flux of streamwise793

momentum and θ̃′ for the instantaneous buoyancy flux, again for each794

snapshot. Averaging over 2,500 such available snapshots will then yield795

the average momentum or buoyancy flux carried by the reconstructed796

velocity field of, and hence associated with, a specific POD mode. We797

prefer to focus on the second approach since as we mentioned the798

resulting fluxes can be directly attributed to the VLSMs studied so799

far in the paper.800

Recalling that w̃′ri is the vertical velocity reconstructed for each801

snapshot from the ith TKE POD mode, the reconstruction of the veloc-802

ity fields at all 2,500 time-steps from one POD mode is calculated by803

inverting Eq. 13. The reconstructed fields from multiple modes can sim-804

ply be added to have a reconstruction that combines the contributions805

of all of these modes.806
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Figure 12. Momentum flux 〈ũ′w̃′r1〉 in the yz-plane, for the neutral and unstable
cases carried by the velocity reconstructed from the first POD mode (w̃′r1): (a) neu-
tral, (b) σ3|0 = 0.001 K m s−1, (c) σ3|0 = 0.002 K m s−1, (d) σ3|0 = 0.005 K m s−1,
and (e) σ3|0 = 0.010 K m s−1. The colour-bar indicates the magnitude of the
kinematic momentum flux in m2 s−2.

Figures 12 and 13 compare the momentum and buoyancy fluxes807

carried by the reconstructed vertical velocity of the first TKE mode in808

the yz-plane for the neutral and unstable cases. The spatial patterns809

of the fluxes of momentum and buoyancy are very similar in structure.810

The cores of the highest fluxes correspond to the inter-roll or inter-811

VLSM regions of Fig. 7 where the vertical velocity is maximum.812

The loss of organization under stable regimes is illustrated by the
yz-plane plots of these single-mode fluxes in Fig. 14. It shows the
buoyancy flux for the stable case with a surface heat flux of σ3|0 =
−0.001 K m s−1. Note that there are more red spots indicating positive
(upward) heat flux by the first mode reconstructed velocity field. This
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Figure 13. Buoyancy flux 〈w̃′r1θ̃
′〉 in the yz-plane, for the unstable cases carried by

the velocity reconstructed from the first POD mode (w̃′r1): (a) σ3|0 = 0.001 K m s−1,
(b) σ3|0 = 0.002 K m s−1, (c) σ3|0 = 0.005 K m s−1, and (d) σ3|0 = 0.010 K m s−1.
The colour-bar indicates the magnitude of the momentum flux in K m s−1.

Figure 14. Buoyancy flux 〈w̃′r1θ̃
′〉, in the yz-plane, for a stable case carried by

the velocity reconstructed from the first POD mode (w̃′r1) for the case with
σ3|0 = −0.001 K m s−1, emphasizing the inner and outer interactions (regions with
positive flux). The colour-bar indicates the magnitude of the kinematic buoyancy
flux in K m s−1.
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implies that a counter-gradient heat transfer is effected by the first
mode and that the first TKE mode captures fluctuations in the vertical
velocity that are positively correlated with temperature fluctuations,
resulting in an upward heat flux. Higher modes (not shown here) show
somewhat better organization as well as down-gradient fluxes, but the
organization and fluxes remain significantly weaker than for the corre-
sponding structures in the neutral and unstable simulations. This can
also be verified, and better illustrated, through profiles calculated by
averaging of the fluxes along the y-direction,

〈ũ′w̃′r1〉(z) =
1

Ly

∫

y
〈ũ′w̃′r1〉(y, z)dy (18)

〈w̃′r1θ̃′〉(z) =
1

Ly

∫

y
〈w̃′r1θ̃′〉(y, z)dy. (19)

The results, which are depicted in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, show that for813

the unstable cases, the momentum and buoyancy flux carried by the814

first mode are the highest, but for the stable cases, the momentum815

flux carried by the first sheet-like mode is almost zero compared to816

the other modes. This supports our initial finding that the motions817

in the first mode under stable conditions are sheet-like, leading to a818

lower vertical momentum transfer. The heat flux profiles for various819

modes in a stable ABL indicate that the first mode captures inner820

and outer interactions (positive correlations between the w̃′ and θ̃′821

resulting in positive or upward heat flux), while the flux resulting822

from the full velocity field (all modes) is downward since the surface is823

colder than the air (〈w̃′θ̃′〉 < 0). This finding that the most energetic824

mode under stable conditions virtually does not contribute to fluxes,825

or produces counter-gradient fluxes, is important for turbulence mod-826

elling under these conditions. In general, higher TKE is assumed to827

produce higher fluxes and TKE is used as a measure of the mixing828

intensity in turbulence models that use a 1.5 order closure for example.829

However, our findings illustrate that a significant fraction (associated830

with the most energetic mode) of this TKE is passive and does not831

produce vertical mixing. This passive fraction is associate with the832

sheet-like motions that have large horizontal-velocity perturbations but833

low vertical-velocity perturbations. This suggests that a better metric834

for mixing intensity might simply be the variance of the vertical velocity835

〈w′2〉, rather than the full TKE.836

Table II presents the snapshot-plane averaged ratio of the momen-
tum and buoyancy fluxes carried by the first POD modes over the total
momentum and buoyancy fluxes from all modes, in a yz-plane. These
ratios have a similar physical meaning to the TKE ratios depicted in
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Figure 15. Horizontally-averaged (in y-direction) resolved momentum flux 〈ũ′w̃′r1〉
variation in z, for the neutral, unstable and stable cases carried by the vertical
velocity reconstructed from various POD modes (w̃′ri): (a) momentum flux carried
by first three modes of the neutral case non-dimensionalized by the squared friction
velocity (u2

∗)), (b) unstable case with σ3|0 = 0.001 K m s−1. (c) unstable case with
σ3|0 = 0.002 K m s−1. and (d) stable case with σ3|0 = −0.001 K m s−1.
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Figure 16. Horizontally-averaged (in the y-direction) resolved buoyancy flux 〈w̃′r1θ̃
′〉

variation in z, for the unstable and stable cases carried by the vertical velocity re-
constructed from various POD modes (w̃′ri): (a) buoyancy flux non-dimensionalized
by the magnitude of the imposed surface heat flux (|σ3|0|)) carried by the first four
modes of the unstable case with a surface buoyancy flux σ3|0 = 0.005 K m s−1 (b)
buoyancy flux carried by the first mode and the next nine modes together in a stable
simulation with σ3|0 = −0.001 K m s−1.
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Table II. The ratio of the area integrated momentum and buoyancy fluxes carried by the
first POD mode to the total momentum and buoyancy fluxes in the yz-plane. The fluxes
carried by the first POD mode are calculated by correlating the fluctuating u-velocity
and temperature fields with the reconstructed vertical velocity w̃′r1 over all the snapshots
in the yz-plane. The last column (E) gives the fraction of the TKE attributed to the
first structure (Fig. 11) under all stabilities.

Case σ3|0
∫
〈ũ′w̃′r1〉dA/

∫
〈ũ′w̃′〉dA

∫
〈w̃′r1θ̃

′〉dA/
∫
〈w̃′θ̃′〉dA E

( K m s−1)

Neutral 0 0.0321 – 0.0327

Stable -0.001 4.75× 10−4 -0.062 0.0614

-0.002 3.36× 10−3 -0.052 0.0740

-0.005 1.41× 10−4 -0.246 0.0960

-0.010 1.33× 10−3 -2.144 0.1433

Untable 0.0001 0.0862 -0.0386 0.2359

0.001 0.3004 0.3544 0.5546

0.002 0.2424 0.2395 0.4215

0.005 0.3035 0.2527 0.3147

0.010 0.2756 0.2422 0.2921

0.100 0.1870 0.2460 0.3071

Fig. 11 and are given by the following expressions:

fraction of momentum
flux carried by ith mode

=

∫
A〈ũ′w̃′ri〉dA∫
A〈ũ′w̃′〉dA

, (20)

fraction of buoyancy
flux carried by ith mode

=

∫
A〈w̃′riθ̃′〉dA∫
A〈w̃′θ̃′〉dA

, (21)

where A is the snapshot plane over which averaging is carried out.837

The data in the table reveals that the first modes invariably account838

for a larger fraction of the TKE than of the fluxes. For the unstable839

cases (except the weakest one), the first modes account for about 30840

to 50% of the TKE while producing only 18 to 35% of the fluxes. Also841

these largest scales produce about the same fractions of the heat and842

momentum fluxes, and hence are not responsible for the dissimilarity in843

the turbulent transport efficiencies of the two quantities under unsta-844

ble conditions (see introduction). In the neutral ABL, the first mode845

produces about an equal fraction of the total TKE and momentum846

flux. Stable cases are the most intriguing: the first sheet-like modes847

account for about 6 to 14% of the TKE, but produce virtually no848

momentum flux. They do however produce buoyancy fluxes that are849

in the opposite direction to the mean fluxes (counter gradient) and850
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that can be significant. In the most stable case, the counter gradient851

fluxes produced by these modes is about 210% of the net flux; these852

counter-gradient fluxes (inner and outer interactions) offset the down-853

gradient fluxes (ejections and sweeps) produced by the other modes854

and significantly reduce the efficiency of the turbulent transport of855

heat. The most plausible explanation for these counter-gradient fluxes856

is that they are produced by parcels in the stable ABL returning to857

their equilibrium positions under the effect of the restoring buoyancy858

force. Zilitinkevich et al. (2009) explain these counter-gradient fluxes859

and elaborate on their important role in stable ABL dynamics.860

To complete the investigation of the large-scale structures, we per-861

form some final analyses in the xy-plane at a height of z/Lz = 0.125.862

In Fig. 17, we show the momentum flux carried by the reconstructed863

vertical velocity w̃′r1 from the first POD mode for the neutral, three864

unstable, and two stable cases. The colours in the plots shown in Fig.865

17 indicate the magnitude of momentum flux carried by reconstructed866

vertical velocity in m2 s−2. The results confirm that unstable cases show867

better organization of the stress associated with the VLSMs, compared868

to the neutral and stable cases. Moreover, note the difference in ori-869

entation of the structures in all the cases. The stable cases that have870

streamwise rolls dominating the fluxes have clearly tilted orientation871

caused by Ekman turning, while the Ekman effect is much less impor-872

tant in unstable conditions. The differences in the range of the values873

indicated by the colour-bar given in each of the subplots illustrate the874

differences in the importance of these modes to vertical transport under875

different stabilities. We note that the absence of meandering in these876

plots is a result of the averaging over many snapshots, which blurs the877

borders of the structures as they meander and change position from878

one snapshot to another. But the meandering of these VLSMs that was879

revealed in Fig. 4 is expected to be present. Results for the buoyancy880

flux carried by the reconstructed vertical velocity w̃′r1 from the first881

POD mode in the same xy-plane (not shown here) are overall similar to882

the ones for momentum flux, but some differences between the patterns883

of momentum and buoyancy flux arise under stable conditions.884

7. Conclusion885

We performed wall-modelled LES of the ABL at infinite Reynolds num-886

bers under the influence of positive, negative and zero surface buoyancy887

flux to educe VLSMs and then to study their dynamics and how they888

are influenced by buoyancy. The imposed surface heat flux was varied889

from σ3|0 = −0.001 K m s−1 to σ3|0 = 0.100 K m s−1, giving a total890
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Figure 17. Momentum flux 〈ũ′w̃′r1〉 in the xy-plane at z = 0.125Lz, for the neutral,
unstable and stable cases carried by the velocity reconstructed from the first POD
mode (w̃′r1): (a) neutral, (b) σ3|0 = 0.001 K m s−1, (c) σ3|0 = 0.010 K m s−1, (d)
σ3|0 = 0.100 K m s−1, (e) σ3|0 = −0.001 K m s−1, and (f) σ3|0 = −0.010 K m s−1.
The colour-bar indicates the magnitude of momentum flux in m2 s−2. Note the
difference in the range of values seen in the colour-bar given in each subplot.

of 11 cases in the three regimes (neutral, stable and unstable). A PID891

controller was added above the inversion layer to produce a heat source892

for stable cases and a heat sink for unstable cases; this is needed to893

maintain steady-state mean temperature profiles, and hence steady-894

state stabilities. The mean wind and temperature profiles produced895

with this set-up were shown to remain very similar to canonical profiles896

in the ABL. Preliminary flow visualizations suggest that smaller-scale897

motions that resemble hairpins are embedded in much larger scale898
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streamwise meandering rolls. The manifestation of the Coriolis force899

as an Ekman turning on these rolls is clearly visible under neutral and900

stable regimes, but becomes much weaker in the unstable ABL. This901

set-up with the PID controller was then used to generate flow fields902

for more than 150 hours of physical time. From this data, 2,500 snap-903

shots were taken in xy-, yz- and xz-planes to perform snapshot proper904

orthogonal decomposition (POD) that yielded the dynamically most905

significant structures, which here were defined as those that contain906

most of the TKE of the flow.907

A plot of cumulative TKE with increasing number of modes in var-908

ious regimes reveals that the energy content in the first few modes909

is much higher in the unstable cases compared to the neutral and910

stable cases. Thus, one can conclude that the number of modes required911

to capture most of the large-scale dynamics in the unstable ABL (to912

develop a reduced order model for example) is much smaller compared913

to the other stability conditions. The difficulty in simulating the stable914

ABL can also be partially explained from these plots since the energy915

content of the higher modes as a fraction of the total is comparatively916

larger than for neutral or unstable conditions (except for the very first917

stable mode that consists of sheet-like motions, but we later showed918

that these motions do not significantly contribute to fluxes). These919

higher modes would be expected to be of smaller scale than the domi-920

nant modes, which implies that capturing a large fraction of the TKE921

in LES of the stable ABL requires significantly higher resolutions than922

in the unstable or neutral ABL.923

The effect of the imposed buoyancy flux on the structure and en-924

ergy content in the first few modes that are most significant in terms925

of carrying TKE is then analyzed. These analyses confirm that large926

streamwise rolls, sharing several features with the VLSMs observed in927

laboratory studies, arise as the dominant modes under most stabilities,928

but the effect of the surface kinematic heat flux on the energy content of929

these dominant modes is very significant. These modes are also found to930

occur in pairs of similar structures that are just shifted in space under931

neutral and unstable conditions. We show that the first two modes in932

the yz-plane in a neutral ABL contain up to 3% of the total TKE,933

they also have a vertical tilt angle in the yz-plane of about 0 to 30◦934

due to Ekman turning. Unstable cases also feature streamwise rolls935

that are strengthened by rising plumes in between them, with two or936

four rolls spanning the whole ABL in the first few modes and a much937

weaker Coriolis effect. The energy content in the first pair of modes in938

the unstable ABL increases very rapidly with very mild destabilizing939

positive buoyancy fluxes compared to the neutral ABL, but then de-940

creases, appearing to asymptote to 30% with further increases in the941
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positive surface buoyancy flux. For example with σ3|0 = 0.001 K m s−1
942

at the surface, the percentage of TKE in the first two POD modes is ≈943

55%, and then gradually decreases to 30% for σ3|0 = 0.100 K m s−1.944

The first mode in the stable ABL contains a higher fraction of TKE945

compared to the neutral case, but is found to consist of sheet-like946

motions that are very constrained in the vertical direction by buoyant947

damping of vertical motions. For example, for the stable case with948

σ3|0 = −0.010 K m s−1, the first mode explains about 6% of the TKE.949

It is also observed that the energy content in this first sheet-like mode950

increases with increasing negative surface kinematic flux. Streamwise951

rolls are observed in higher modes under mild stabilities, but even these952

modes become sheet-like motions when the stability is increased.953

Using the POD modes, we then reconstruct vertical velocity fields954

corresponding to individual modes, correlate them with horizontal ve-955

locity and temperature fields, and compute the momentum and heat956

fluxes carried by these modes only. Structurally, the fluxes are explained957

by the topology of their corresponding modes. The peak fluxes occur958

in inter-roll regions where the vertical velocity is highest. However,959

the fraction of fluxes produced by the modes is invariably smaller than960

the fraction of energy they contain, particularly under stable conditions961

where the first modes are found to contribute almost no momentum flux962

and to produce a counter-gradient buoyancy flux. This counter-gradient963

buoyancy flux, which we suggest might be produced by parcels in the964

stable ABL returning to their equilibrium positions under the effect of965

the restoring buoyancy force (potential to kinetic energy conversion)966

as illustrated by Zilitinkevich et al. (2009), is large and greatly offsets967

the down-gradient fluxes from other modes under the highest stability968

with σ3|0 = −0.010 K m s−1. Unstable cases show better organization969

of the momentum flux associated with the VLSMs, compared to the970

neutral and stable cases. The organization is on large scales in unstable971

regimes, while the loss of organization as the stability is increased972

is clearly apparent in stable regimes. Moreover, there are differences973

in the orientation of the structures in all the cases. The stable cases974

that have streamwise rolls dominating the fluxes have clearly tilted975

orientation caused by Ekman turning, while the Ekman effect is much976

less important in unstable conditions.977

While the snapshot POD approach is unable to capture the mean-978

dering of these large rolls that was revealed in the velocity field plots of979

Fig. 4 due to the averaging over many snapshots, which blurs the bor-980

ders of the structures as they meander and change from one snapshot981

to another, the technique is able to capture their bulk topology and to982

provide information about their TKE content and flux contributions.983

Overall, they are qualitatively quite similar to the VLSMs observed984
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in laboratory wall-bounded shear flows. In the ABL however, these985

VLSMs are tilted by the Coriolis force under neutral and stable con-986

ditions, and are significantly strengthened and weakened by buoyancy987

under unstable and stable conditions, respectively.988

One should note however that turbulent structure detection and989

visualization is invariably linked to the characteristics of the technique990

used in the analysis. In this study, the inherent assumption of the POD991

technique, viz. that modes in the periodic x and y directions are Fourier992

modes, is important. Corroboration of the findings by similar studies993

using various other techniques can further advance our understanding994

of these VLSMs, but only if these studies consider a wide range of sta-995

bilities as done here, so that the effects of buoyancy can be elucidated.996

We have also applied the two-point statistics visualization technique in997

this study, where the correlation between a parameter (e.g. the vertical998

velocity) at some reference point and at all other points in the domain999

is computed and then contours of constant correlation coefficient are1000

plotted. This technique can also educe coherent structures and the1001

topologies we obtained (not shown here) were indeed very similar to1002

those educed by POD.1003
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Appendix1014

A. Correlation between modes1015

We calculated the correlation coefficient between various planar modes1016

for neutral, unstable and stable cases to check if they are essentially1017

the same structures but shifted in space. The correlation coefficient R1018

is calculated as follows:1019
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R(l) =

∑
uiP (y, z) · ujP (y + l, z)√

(
∑

uiP (y, z) · uiP (y, z)) · (∑ujP (y + l, z) · ujP (y + l, z))
,(22)

where l is the lag and uiP is the ith POD mode.1020

Figure 18a shows the plot of the correlation coefficient R with a1021

lag l for the first mode of the neutral case with other modes from 21022

to 99. Since there is an almost perfect correlation between the first1023

and the second modes for a lag of π/2, but not much between the1024

first and the other 98 modes, we proceed in Fig. 18b by plotting the1025

correlation coefficient for third mode with modes from 4 to 100 only.1026

Plots for the stable and unstable simulations are shown in Fig. 18c to1027

18f. The positive peaks in the correlation coefficient reveal a number of1028

similar sub-structures occurring in the domain and indicate that these1029

modes come in pairs (1-2, 3-4, · · ·). For the stable cases however, the1030

first mode is not correlated with any of the other 99 modes. As we1031

illustrated previously in the paper, the first mode for the stable cases1032

is a sheet-like motion, while higher modes for mildly stable cases (not1033

all shown here) have vortical structures. The correlation between the1034

consecutive modes in the unstable ABL is very significant, and weaker1035

for the stable ABL.1036

This sort of analysis can be carried out for all modes to capture the1037

energy in one particular sub-structure, but since the energy per mode1038

drops down very fast after the first few modes, here we only give the1039

correlation between a handful of modes.1040

B. Flux POD modes1041

In the other method to study the fluxes produced by coherent struc-1042

tures, instead of calculating the correlation matrix with the fluctuating1043

velocity components, as is done for identifying the modes with the high-1044

est TKE, we use the turbulent momentum flux components ũ′w̃′, ṽ′w̃′,1045

w̃′w̃′ and the turbulent buoyancy flux components ũ′θ̃′, ṽ′θ̃′, w̃′θ̃′ in the1046

POD decomposition. Solving the eigenvalue problem then will yield the1047

structures that account for the largest momentum and buoyancy fluxes,1048

respectively. The concomitant correlation matrices are1049

[C1] =
1

Nt

∫

D
[ũ′j(x

′, tk)w̃
′(x′, tk)][ũ

′
j(x
′, ti)w̃

′(x′, ti)] dx
′ (23)

[C2] =
1

Nt

∫

D
[ũ′j(x

′, tk)θ̃
′(x′, tk)][ũ

′
j(x
′, ti)θ̃

′(x′, ti)] dx
′, (24)
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Figure 18. Correlation coefficient with lag between mode 1 and modes 2 to 100 and
mode 3 and modes 4 to 100, (a and b) neutral, (c and d) stable, (e and f) unstable.

Figure 19. The first four momentum flux POD modes for the neutral case using the
method discussed in Appendix B in the yz-plane.
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where the repeated index j implies summation. Figure 19 gives an1050

illustration of the resulting POD modes for the neutral case. The first1051

mode responsible for 16% of the fluxes has no large-scale organization,1052

revealing that in fact it consist of small-scale structures, possibly hair-1053

pins. The other modes reveal large-scale motions, but their organization1054

is less crisp than for the TKE modes.1055
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